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Fortunately, this is an era of the weak and the strong.

Everyone fights for the ranking of the gods, and countless deaths and injuries every day.

The killings he caused were also easily covered up, and no one would pay attention.

And his ranking is not very high, so naturally he can’t attract much attention.

After all, there are too many strong people who have emerged, and there are many people who are
more radiant than him.

Instead, he was in the low-key ranks, and few people paid attention.
This is also in line with Mr. X and his philosophy. It slowly develops, and by the time others discover it, it
is no longer controllable.

At that time, he already had the strength to challenge the top ranks of the gods, and sucking can get rid
of the top three.

Therefore, such an environment is too suitable for his development.
One week passed.

He has already reached the 95th step.

In fact, every time he crosses a step, he has to absorb the skill of dozens of people.

Now his strength can almost directly challenge the ninety-ninth floor or the end of the god list.

But he still followed his steps and challenged them one by one.

On the one hand, it is low-key and does not attract too much attention.

On the one hand, it is also to absorb the skill of more people to strengthen oneself.

Although these quasi gods are already very weak to him, it would be terrifying if their skills were
accumulated together.

He can’t waste it in vain.

He still fights steadily.

Soon I came to the position of the ninetieth step. The next challenge is Kirin ( Qilin ) and the others…

Chen Kong, the successor of Suction Dafa, went to Jiangbei to visit according to the list.

After arriving, they were told that Kirin ( Qilin ) and others were all practicing in retreat.

“It’s not too late to retreat after accepting my challenge…”

Chen Kong smiled.

“Are you afraid that after they succeed in retreat and increase their strength, you will not be afraid of it?
So you have to challenge now?”

Wen Lei of the guard sneered.

“Well, it doesn’t matter, I will challenge them again when they succeed in their retreat. Let’s skip them
temporarily!”

Chen Kong smiled and left.

In fact, it doesn’t make much sense to challenge this group of quasi gods, just to absorb their skills.

If he forced his hands to absorb his power, something might happen, causing other people’s attention.

Then the gain is not worth the loss.

Chen Kong is still playing steadily.

Only dare to absorb the skill of the person who is challenging.

If he let go and smoked everybody, it would be easy to be noticed by institutions such as Tiance
Mansion.

Therefore, Zoey Lopez dyed them from one difficulty.

Otherwise, if Chen Kong is challenged, he will definitely die.

Wen Lei and the others did not expect that this seemingly ordinary person would soon become an
existence that disturbs the world!

Next, Chen Kong still looked for the strong on the quasi god list to challenge.

Of course, many strong people came to him to challenge him. After all, he saw that he had a good
record, and that he played steadily and steadily, and he was almost at the forefront of the quasi god list.

The fate of everyone is the same!

Being soaked up alive…

Chen Kong knew he would be exposed sooner or later, so he needed to speed up.

Stand firm before you are completely exposed.

At this time, the Lab of the Gods also helped behind.

They sent hundreds of strong men to challenge the quasi-shenban of the gods, and the city was full of
troubles.

In fact, it was to cover Chen Kong’s progress.

